Have an ACE up your sleeve!

Commander ACE™

High-performance structural firefighting gloves with exceptional thermal protection, optimal dexterity and Advanced Cuff Engagement for easy donning and doffing.

FEATURES & BENEFITS INCLUDE:

- An enhanced cuff/turnout sleeve interface for easy donning and doffing – even when wet
- Lite N Dri™ in the back of the hand, combined with a Kovenex® lining, for maximum thermal protection
- A sleek, all-black design that complements any turnout
- A gunn-cut design for optimal dexterity and fit
- CROSSTEC® Insert with Film Technology for lightweight, breathable, liquid penetration protection
- Split grain leather provides ample cut resistance
- Available in sizes XXS to 4XL

To learn more about the Commander ACE and other LION first responder gloves, contact your LION Protective Gloves sales representative or visit www.lionprotect.com/protective-gloves.